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Trips with Tec– Part 3  
Conrado Castillo, December 2006

by Bev Shade

I LEFT TEXAS December 10 with Paul, Saj and Jon. Marlena and 
Philip departed a few days earlier. Monday, December 11, we paid 

rent in Ciudad Victoria. Rent is up to $170, which the Tec Club paid. 
Many thanks, guys!! Then we drove up to Conrado Castillo, once 
again finishing the drive in the dark, and once again getting lost near 
the new Puerto Purificación tourist cabins. Drove around by way of 
La Ventanita, which is the main route these days. The road that passes 
through Galindo is barely used and has some serious washouts, as I 
found out with Ediger in summer 2008.

Tuesday, December 12, we broke into several groups and had 
familiarization trips into Brinco, as several people did not know the 
route, and as a refresher for those who’d only been in a few times in 
November 2005. 

Wednesday, December 13, Jon and Paul checked the lead at the 
back of Cueva Magnolia. The water was foul from dead bats and 
guano, and lead did not look compelling. There was some flow out of 
entrance. The steep cliff makes GPS navigation difficult. 

Franco, Vladimir, Topo, Monica and Javier went to locate and 
push El Violín. This cave is located in a cliff face, and has to be spotted 
from the opposite side of the drainage. The spotting team can then use 
radios to guide the push team to rig directly above the cave. This is 
a sunny day activity, and while they were hiking to the cave, the fog 
came in with a vengeance. Not too unusual for Conrado Castillo in 
winter. They spent several hours hiking around prospecting in hopes 

that the day would clear, but no luck.
Bev, Marcela, Philip, Saj and Choy headed down the Guano Groad 

to the Eternity Junction, which they split into two teams: Philip, Saj, 
Choy to check the Pig Wallows and Bev and Marcela to push leads 
upstream of Eternity Junction. Philip’s team dropped the Pig Wallows 
and pushed some other little holes in the area, but it was a no go. 
They surveyed 42 m. Bev and Marcela surveyed the first lead near 

Participants:
Texas: Paul Bryant, Marlena Cobb, Saj Pierson, 
Philip Rykwalder, Bev Shade
Tennesse: Jon Lillestolen
Monterrey: Jesús (Choy) Tamez, 
Marcela Ramírez, Franco Attolini
Andres (Topo) Castro, Vladimir (Blade) Ramírez 
Saltillo: Monica Ponce, Javier Bandas
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Marcela Ramírez and Andres ‘Topo’ Castro in the First Stream.
Photo by Bev Shade

Choy, Marcela, Saj and Philip contemplate the map in Silvertip Boulevard. 
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